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professions emerged, among which business
analytics, business data analytics (in this
paper, we use the term “business data
analytics” or BDA) and data science (DS)
professions are the most prominent ones.
According to a Forbes article (Columbus,
2015), jobs related to big data analytics
represent one of the fastest growing
segments of the overall job market. This
article also stated that the number of people
using the analytics titles in LinkedIn has

I. INTRODUCTION
Big data analytics is increasingly
shaping the way organizations manage their
decision-making processes, create new
services and products, and gain competitive
advantage. The demand for analytics and its
applications is driving the expansion of
information technology and associated
analytical methods and tools (Kennedy et
al., 2015). As a result, a number of analytics
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In many academic and practitioner
literature sources, “business data analytics”
or simply “business analytics,” and “data
science” terms are defined separately
(Phelps and Szabat, 2017; Bichler et al.,
2017; Kambatla et al., 2014; Aasheim et al.,
2015). This separation between BDA and
DS is also evident by the relevant job
postings in the market. Summarizing various
definitions of “data analytics,” specifically
in conjunction with “business analytics,”
Phelps and Szabat (2017) concluded that the
BDA definitions highlight four key aspects:
data, technology, statistical and quantitative
analysis, and decision-making support. They
also stated that data science definitions
include four key aspects: data, databases,
computer systems (taking a set of inputs,
processing them to produce outputs), and
advanced analysis (e.g., machine learning,
natural language processing, artificial
intelligence) including statistics. This
summarization of BDA and DS definitions
provides a clear difference between the two
terms. DS emphasizes computer systems,
algorithms, and computer programming
skills, whereas BDA has a substantial focus
on statistical and quantitative analysis of
data, and decision-making support.
In addition to defining the BDA and
DS terms, there is also an ongoing
discussion in the academic and practitioner
literature on the knowledge and skills that
are required for the two professions (Phelps
and Szabat, 2017; Kemper and Mathews,
2017; Cegieelski, and Jones-Farmer, 2016;
Kambatla et al., 2014). This discussion is
specifically important at the time when the
job market for these professions is rapidly
growing, and, at the same time, an extensive
number of academic and professional
programs in BDA and DS have been
recently introduced by a large number of
universities and colleges. A clear and indepth understanding of relevant knowledge
and skills for BDA and DS fields may

doubled in 2011-2015. Based on a
MarketWatch.com survey, the data scientist
job was ranked in 2017 as #1 Best Job in
America, and the analytics manager job was
ranked as #4 (Fottrell, 2017).
Due to the fact that the big data
fields like BDA and DS are still evolving
over recent time, there is an ongoing
discussion on how to define each of these
areas and what they really represent. As
Miller (2014) stated “Exactly what a data
scientist is and what skill set is required is a
subject of intense debate.” A number of
academic and practitioner papers define
these terms in a variety of ways. In some
papers, the authors do not distinguish
between the terms “business data analytics”
and “data science” as separate entities
(Henry and Venkatraman, 2015; Miller,
2014; Power, 2014; Kemper and Mathews,
2017; Priestley, 2013). For example, Henry
and Venkatraman (2015), state that “Big
data infrastructure comprises of a big data
repository, data analytics software, and the
data scientists. Data scientists use their
knowledge and expertise in the growing
field of data sciences, which need strong
mathematical, statistical, and information
technology.” This explanation does not
contemplate a business data analytics
profession to be an entity separate from the
data scientist profession. In a similar way,
Kemper and Mathews (2017) point out that
all work in data analytics is done by “the
Data Scientist.” They define the “data
science” term in conjunction with the “data
analytics” term using the definition provided
by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST, 2015): “data science is
the extraction of actionable knowledge
directly from data through a process of
discovery, or hypothesis formulation and
hypothesis testing; and the analytics process
is the synthesis of knowledge from
information.”
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tremendously benefits several important
stakeholders: (a) business organizations
creating job requirements and qualifications
for big data professionals; (b) current and
future specialists that would like to develop
and/or improve their skills in the BDA and
DS fields, and (c) academic and professional
institutions that are creating or already
teaching analytics and data science
programs.
In this paper, our goal is to identify,
systemize and compare groups of
knowledge domains and skills that
characterize BDA and DS professions. For
identifying these groups, we analyze
existing in the market business and data
analysts as well as data scientist job
offerings using methods of text mining
analytics. The objectives of this research
study include the following:
 Based on literature sources, identify
the expected knowledge domains and
skills for BDA and DS fields.
 Systemize the groups of skills
required for BDA and DS fields by
analyzing primary job posting data.
 Compare the BDA and DS
knowledge domains and groups of
skills to identify their similarities and
differences.
 Provide important insights for
companies and education of BDA
and DS professionals.
The structure of this paper is as
follows. After the Introduction section I, we
present in section II, a literature review of
existing research on BDA and DS
knowledge and skills. In section III, we
describe research methodology, data
collection, and analytical approaches applied
in this research. In section IV, we provide,
using text mining methods, analysis of BDA
and DS job requirements and present the
results of this analysis. We finish the paper
with the conclusions in section V.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As the entire field of big data
analytics is relatively new and developing,
the existing research pertaining to the
knowledge domains and skills required in
big data analytics professions is also quite
recent and evolving. In this section we
analyze existing literature sources pertaining
to: (a) methodology and actual professional
skills essential to the BDA and DS fields,
and (b) comparison of the knowledge
domains and skills of these two fields.
As a professional field that involves
utilization
of
technology,
quantitative/statistical
methods,
and
business-related functionality, BDA and DS
involve an extensive variety of knowledge
and skills traits. This necessitates developing
a methodology for systemizing those skills
and present them in coherent and
understandable ways. We identified a
number of papers that describe such
methodologies and associated skills in BDA
(Dubey and Gunasekaran, 2015; Gorman
and Klimberg, 2014; Cegieelski, and JonesFarmer, 2016; De Mauro et al., 2017;
Ellway et al., 2014; Wymbs, 2016) and DS
(Power, 2016; Mills et al, 2016; Schoenherr
and Speier-Pero, 2015; Song and Zhu, 2016;
Tang and Sae-Lim, 2016; Kemper and
Mathews, 2017; Englmeier and Murtagh,
2017).
For BDA, Dubey and Gunasekaran
(2015), based on a survey of data and
business analytics executives, develop a
framework for education and training in
BDA by clustering all skills into two major
groups: hard skills and soft skills. The hard
skills include some statistical/quantitative
methods like statistics, forecasting and
optimization, and also functional areas such
as finance, financial accounting, and
marketing. The soft skills contain some
managerial and communication attributes
like leadership abilities, team skills,
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o Infrastructure
–
Hadoop,
Casandra,
Oracle,
Linux,
MapReduce, Hive, and Pig.
We now continue this literature
review with a discussion of methodologies
related to DS knowledge and skills. In
analyzing management information systems
programs, Mills et al. (2016) adopted four
pillars of skills in educating data scientists
including:
 Data preprocessing, storage, and
retrieval – e.g., NoSQL, data
modeling, and data warehousing
skills.
 Data exploration – statistical analysis
and visualization.
 Analytical models and algorithms –
machine learning, data mining, and
natural language processing.
 Data product – data and information
organization,
knowledge
representation,
and
application
development.
This framework is somewhat similar
to those for BDA, but distinguishes itself by
introducing the “data product” pillar, which
includes, among other things, application
development. Conversely, the framework
provided by these authors (Mills et al.,
2016) does not incorporate a business
domain, which is quite common among
BDA groups of skills.
Schoenherr and Speier-Pero (2015),
in their research on big data analytics in
supply chain management, establish three
groups of skill sets for DS, which include:
(a) enterprise business processes and
decision making, (b) analytical and
modeling tools, and (c) data management.
Although these three groups describe DS
skills, they also come close and can be
easily adopted for a BDA skills framework.
Another
research
paper
on
identifying DS skills (Song and Zhu, 2016)
presents the DS framework as a combination
of four components:

listening, interpersonal skills, etc., which
can be relevant to any business profession.
Overall, this research, being a good initial
approach in systemizing the BDA skills,
does not address all of them, e.g.,
technology-related skills. From the latter
standpoint, a more detailed framework,
which is based on benchmarking of BDA
academic programs (Gorman and Klimberg,
2014), includes not only statistics and
quantitative groups of skills, but also
information
systems
and
business
intelligence group. This group of skills
incorporates skills in big data technologies,
enterprise systems, data marts, databases,
online analytical processing (OLAP) and
programming, which are overlapped with
quantitative methods, forecasting and data
mining. Being more detailed, the Gorman
and Klimberg (2014), however, do not
address managerial and communication
skills associated with BDA.
Cegieelski, and Jones-Farmer (2016)
present an even more comprehensive
research of the BDA knowledge, skills, and
abilities by analyzing a large number of
undergraduate business analytics programs.
This research identifies, using expert
ranking of those programs, the important
components of knowledge, skills, and ability
in three main knowledge domains required
for the BDA profession, i.e.:
 Business
domain
–
includes
communication
skills,
project
management, client orientation, time
management, etc.
 Analytical domain – incorporates
problem definition and problemssolving skills, predictive analysis,
integrative analysis, and some others.
 Technical domain – is divided into
three subgroups:
o Applications – Excel, SAS,
Tableau, etc.
o Languages – R, Python, SQL,
and Java
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after Calculus II, and most require discrete
math. Second, they all require at least nine
hours of programming courses and at least
two statistics courses” (Aasheim et al.,
2015). The limitation of these results with
respect to our study is that it does not cover
all potential BDA and DS programs, and
also do not consider, as has been described
before, the real job market requirements for
these professions.
We identified, however, several
practitioner papers that describe the most
common DS skills based on analyzing DS
job positions from various websites. For
example, Junco (2017) used text mining to
extract DS skills from Glassdoor.com, a
popular website with various job positions
(see Figure 1).
Gonzalez (2017) provided a list of
most common DS skills based on the 2015
job data from LinkedIn. Based on web
scabbing tools, Steinweg-Woods (2015)
identified DS skill lists for the job markets
in various cities (San Francisco, New York,
Chicago, etc.) and nationwide. All of these
lists contain just the technical skills, and do
not have any other relevant DS skills, e.g.,
analytical and business skills pertaining to
the DS profession.
Overall, the analysis of the described
academic literature sources shows that they:
(a) do not clearly distinguish between the
group of skills required for BDA and DS;
and (b) those papers are predominately
based on analysis of existing academic
programs or on surveys of big data
professionals, and do not take into
consideration real job market requirements
for BDA and DS knowledge domains and
skills.

Big Data Infrastructure – includes
big data technologies such as
Hadoop
ecosystems,
NoSQL
databases, in-memory computing and
cloud computing.
 Big Data Analytics Lifecycle –
covers all stages of data analysis,
data understanding, data preparation,
and integration, model-building,
evaluation,
deployment,
and
monitoring.
 Data
Management
Skills
–
incorporate traditional data modeling
and relational database knowledge.
 Behavioral disciplines – contain soft
skills related to people and business
such as abilities to think critically, to
communicate with domain experts,
and to make project outcomes
relevant to business.
This DS framework also comes close
to the BDA groups of skills, specifically, in
terms of data management skills and
behavioral disciplines. With respect to the
question on distinguishing between BDA
and DS skills, we identify only a handful
number of research papers, which consider
the differences between the groups of skills
in these fields (Aasheim et al., 2015;
Debortolli et al., 2014; Liberatore and Luo,
2013). For example, Aasheim et al. (2015)
discusses the similarities and differences
between the BDA and DS undergraduate
programs based on the course descriptions.
The authors identified that these two types
of programs have a number of similarities,
specifically, in terms of the topics taught.
However, they also recognized several
important differences in the program
curriculum: “First, DS programs require
additional mathematics courses – at least
through linear algebra, which is typically
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FIGURE 1. TEN MOST COMMON DATA SCIENCE SKILLS IN JOB
POSTINGS (JUNCO, 2017)
and DS with 4 described knowledge
domains and groups of skills (one or several
groups) connected with each domain. In
general, some groups of skills may also
contribute simultaneously to several
knowledge domains, e.g., analytical and
technical.
As described in the Literature
Review section, most of the academic
research that considers the BDA and DS
knowledge and skills is based on analyzing
existing
academic
and
professional
programs without proper emphasis on and
attention to the existing job market
requirements for these professions, which
actually defines the real knowledge and
skills for these big data professions.
Therefore, to answer our research questions,
we analyze the primary data related to the
posted
online
job
requirements,
qualifications, and skills for the BDA and
DS professions. For these purposes, we
collected around 1050 unique records of job
requirements in BDA and DS for a period of
5 months from July through November of
2017. The job records were approximately
evenly split between the two positions (close
to 550 records for BDA and 500 records for
DS positions). A specific number of 500
records for each data set represents a
substantial and sufficient array of records to
be able to perform a qualified text mining

III. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we intent to answer the
following research questions related to the
BDA and DS fields:
 What are groups of knowledge and
skills required for BDA and DS
professions?
 What are common and distinguishing
groups of skills between the two
professions?
 What are important insights that can
be revealed to business organizations
and educational programs in terms of
the BDA and DS knowledge and
skills?
Our research model is based on
identifying knowledge domains and
associated skill sets for the BDA and DS
fields. In addition to the three knowledge
domains – Business, Analytical, and
Technical – that are used in the Cegieelski,
and Jones-Farmer (2016) paper discussed in
the Literature Review section, we add one
more knowledge domain, Communication.
The latter is related to the written,
communication, and presentation skills
required today for the BDA and DS
specialists (Song and Zhu, 2016; Dubey and
Gunasekaran, 2015). Figure 2 depicts our
research model, which connects the BDA
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into specific data/column structure we used
in our research. They were derived from
various online job posting sites including
LinkedIn.com, Monster.com, Dice.com,
Indeed.com,
glassdoor.com,
and
careerbuilder.com.

analysis and receive statistically significant
results of this analysis. The collection of
these records was done manually without
utilizing any web-scaping (web-crawling)
tools, because with the latter tools we would
not be able to structure the scrapped data

FIGURE 2. RESEARCH MODEL.


We develop two separate data sets,
one included positions for DS jobs, and
another data set – for BDA jobs. The titles
of these job positions included in each data
set were strictly related to either “Data
Scientist” or “Data Analyst” jobs titles,
respectively. We did not consider titles that
may entail both DS and BDA in them, or
other titles that were unclear in terms of
their inclusion in one of the two data sets.
The primary job posting data was
initially collected in a separate spreadsheet
data set for each profession (BDA or DS)
with the following column structure:
 Job Title – the title of a job position
by which it is advertised in the
website.
 Industry – a specific industry to
which this job belongs, e.g.,
Information Technology, Insurance,
Biotechnology, Oil and Gas, etc.




Position Level – position level is
derived by the following two
methods:
o The first option is a position
level (e.g., Entry level,
Associate,
Director)
as
advertised for the job position
in the website.
o The second option, in case of
the position level is not
advertised in the website is to
use
the
following
assumptions: entry level (0-3
years of experience), midsenior level (3-5 years of
experience), senior level (5+
years of experience)
Education – education level required
for the job.
Experience – the number of years of
professional experience required for
the job.
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qualifications, and also their count
and relative frequency.
 Term Cloud to visualize the relative
frequencies of terms in DTM.
 Singular Vector Decomposition
(SVD) of the data to reduce noise and
redundancy in the analyzed DTM
that improves the ability to capture
the essence of existing relationships
between the terms.
 VARIMAX Rotation to develop,
based on the relationships between
terms, several important groups of
topic terms (words and phrases) that
can characterize the groups of skills
required for each position.
 Latent Class Analysis (LCA) to
identify clusters of terms (similar to
topic words) based on the closeness
of their relations.
The
described
quantitative
approaches are commonly used for text
mining analytics, and are well described in a
variety of literature sources (Berry and
Kogan, 2010; Kwartler, 2017; Klimberg and
McCollough, 2016, Weiss et al., 2015).
To utilize all these text mining
methods, we employ the JMP software,
which is one of the SAS software products.
The current version of JMP software has an
extensive built-in statistical and predictive
analytics capabilities, and, in particular, text
mining analytics. It is relatively easy to use,
provides good visualization of the derived
results, and can make output scripts with the
methods applied to any major data analytics
language like Python, R, and SAS. The
results of our analysis based on the specified
text mining methods, and comparison of the
BDA and DS groups of skills are presented
in the next section.

Responsibilities – the job description
which entails what a candidate is
supposed to do in the given role.
 Requirements/Skills/Qualification –
the skillset required for the job title.
This includes, for example, technical
skills like scripting languages (R,
Python
etc.),
statistical
and
quantitative
analytical
models
(classification, regression models,
forecasting, optimization model etc.),
domain
experience
(Insurance,
Media etc.), business-related skills,
and others.
In this research, we mostly
concentrate on the last column with the
information on the jobs’ requirements,
skills, and qualification. If these information
is not provided in a job posting, we consider
responsibilities as a primary source of
information to identify required job skills.
This information is central to our research
agenda of identifying and comparing the
knowledge domains and groups of skills for
BDA and DS professions.
The data we analyze – requirements,
skills, and qualifications of BDA and DS job
positions – are mostly qualitative textual
data that demonstrate a sufficient
complexity derived from its unstructured
nature and amount of records used. This
analysis cannot be done by simple data
visualization or manual counting, and
therefore requires more sophisticated
approaches of big data analytics. In our case,
we utilize text mining methods to identify
the existing frequencies of various skills
associated with the BDA and DS
professions, group (cluster) those skills, and
compare between each other. For each of
these professions, we identify the following:
 Document Data Matrix (DTM) with
useful words and phrases, defined as
“terms,”
describing
the
job
requirements,
skills
and
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As discussed in the Methodology
section, we utilize the text data describing
requirements, skills, and qualifications of
the accumulated BDA and DS job postings.
Based on this text data, we develop a
Document Term Matrix (DTM) for each
profession, which contains a combination of
terms, i.e., individual words and simple
phrases, specific to a particular profession
(BDA or DS). The DTM development was
using Stemming of words and Regex option
for tokenizing those words. We also use a
Stop Add Word utility to remove
unnecessary words, e.g., “a,” “the,” “and,”
etc., and remove words or their
combinations that are general and not
specific to BDA or DS, e.g., “strong,”
“easy,” “experience,” and some others. In
addition, we use a Recode utility to change
the words with common names, for
example, “ml” was recoded as “machine
learning,” or recode misspelled words.
Based on these DTM improvements
and cleaning, they finally contained 985
terms for BDA and 1,350 terms for DS. The
20 most frequent BDA and DS terms and

their percentages in the total number of
postings are presented in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. As can be seen from the tables,
the most frequent terms are quite different
between the two sets of job postings. For
BDA jobs, the most frequent terms start with
“sql,” “tools,” “reports,” “business,” and
“environment,” which describe a more
business-oriented nature of those jobs. At
the same time, the most frequent words in
the DS jobs contain “machine learning,”
“analytical,”
“python,”
“big
data,”
“analytics,” and “algorithms,” which
characterizes more technical (programming
and software) orientation of those jobs. The
development of DTM in JMP does allow to
use, besides individual terms, the phrase
terms combined of two or more words up to
a certain limit specified by a DTM
developer (we limited it to 4 words in a
phrase term). Therefore, two-word terms
like “machine learning,” “big data,” and
“business intelligence” appear in DTM (see
Tables 1 and 2).
The term clouds in Figures 3 and 4
also support the same conclusion with
respect to more business-oriented BDA
terms versus technical orientation of the DS
terms.

TABLE 1. 20 MOST FREQUENT BDA
TERMS.

TABLE 2. 20 MOST FREQUENT DS
TERMS.

IV. TEXT MINING ANALYSIS AND
RESUTS

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Term
sql
tools
reports
business
environment
analytics
understand.
excel
database
develop
proficient
python
required
r
business intelligence
technical
tableau
team
query
analysis

Proportion
of total, %
74.5%
56.9%
54.9%
53.9%
52.9%
51.0%
47.1%
47.1%
44.1%
44.1%
44.1%
36.3%
36.3%
35.3%
35.3%
31.4%
30.4%
28.4%
27.5%
27.5%

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Term
machine learning
analytical
python
big data
analysis
algorithms
written communication
sql
r
techniques
tools
statistics
data processing
natural language
hadoop
models
environment
data mining
technologies
collaborate

Proportion
of total, %
71.6%
47.0%
42.0%
28.2%
26.8%
26.4%
24.0%
22.6%
20.0%
18.6%
15.8%
15.4%
14.8%
14.2%
13.4%
12.6%
12.0%
11.8%
11.6%
11.4%
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FIGURE 3. TERM CLOUD FOR BDA JOBS.

FIGURE 4. TERM CLOUD FOR DS JOBS.
We next apply Latent Semantic
Analysis (LCA) to extract useful information
from DTM concerning knowledge and skills
of the BDA and DS professions. Due to a
large size of the DTMs for both job
positions, we utilize, as a part of LCA,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to
reduce the DTM dimensionality to a
manageable size that more clearly depicts
the underlying structure of the data
(Klimberg and McCullough, 2016, Weiss et
al., 2015). SVD reduces noise and
redundancy in the data, and creates new
dimensions that capture the essence of
existing relationships. To develop the SVD
output, we utilize the minimum term
frequency of 10 (a term is mentioned at least

10 times in the job postings), and term
frequency—inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) weighting. TF-IDF considers the
tradeoff between the frequency of a term
throughout the data set and the frequency of
the term in DTM, which makes results more
interpretable (Klimberg and McCullough,
2016, Weiss et al., 2015).
To develop SVD, we apply 20
singular vectors. The number of singular
vectors can be assigned by a developer in
the SVD specifications. For the visualization
purposes, we utilize the first two vectors
only, which capture around 14% and 10% of
the variance in the BDA and DS data sets,
respectively. The SVD outputs for the first
two term singular vectors (Vector 1 and
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Vector 2) are shown in Figures 5 and 6. In
each graph, the singular vectors have three
branches that are shown with different
colors and markers (red squares, blue
circles, and green “plus sign” points). The
branches describe some common themes
existing in the text data. For example, in the
SVD plot for BDA (Figure 5), the branch
with blue circles describes the data analytics

technologies and languages (Python, R,
Hadoop, Hive, Spark, Java, and similar
related items). The branch with plus sign
points represents “machine learning,”
“statistics,” and “techniques.” The branch
with a substantial number of red squares
characterizes a theme associated with
business requirements in business data
analytics.

FIGURE 5. SVD PLOT FOR BDA TERMS.

FIGURE 6. SVD PLOT FOR DS TERMS.

The three branches in the SVD plot
for DS terms (Figure 6) represent different
groups of terms from those in the plot for
BDA terms. For example, the blue circles in
the DS plot (Figure 6) are associated with
analytical tools like “machine learning
“svm,” “naïve bayes,” and some others. The
branch with green plus sign points
represents “algorithms,” “architecture,”
“models,” and other similar terms. The red
square dots describe a variety of software
development
terms
like
“software
development,” “open source,” “distributed
computing,” and others. Finally, the black
dots in both SVD plots (Figures 5 and 6)
denote BDA and DS terms that are not
grouped by the first two singular vectors,
Vectors 1 and 2.
To develop more coherent groups of
terms for BDA and DS, we use the SVD
data for topic extraction with VARIMAX
Rotation, which is, essentially, the factor
analysis of terms. This approach allows
extracting groups of terms that, according to

squared loadings or squared correlations
between the terms, are closely related to
each other (Kwartler, 2017; Klimberg and
McCollough, 2016, Weiss et al., 2015). In
our case, we apply the Topic Analysis with
VARIMAX Rotation for both DTMs. The
number of selected topics could vary,
typically, from 2 to 10, and can be used to
identify the best fit of the term groupings. In
our research, we identify that the best fit for
the BDA terms happens with the selected
number of topics equal to 10, and for the DS
terms the best number of topic appears to be
8 (see Appendix A). Each topic in Appendix
A contains a list of skills that belong to each
topic. The specific skills included in each
topic are closely related to each other
according to squared loadings between the
skills. These skills are also listed in
descending order of their respective
loadings, from top-rated (high loadings)
down to lower-rated (lower loadings).
In essence, each topic identifies a
group of terms, which may be described as a
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topic or group of skills definitions, example
of those skills, and their allocation to
specific knowledge domains are presented in
Tables 3 and 4. In these tables, all terms in
the Examples of Skills column are shown in
lowercase, which is done to make them
consistent with the DTM terms (Tables 1
and 2) and data mining results in Appendix
A.

group of skills generally required for a BDA
or DS job. Based on the combination of
terms included in the topics in Appendix A,
we were able to provide a possible
definition, with only certain degree of
certainty, for each of those topics, and
associate it with four knowledge domains,
i.e., Technical, Analytical, Business, and
Communication
described
in
the
Methodology section of this paper. The

TABLE 3. TOPICS DEFINITIONS FOR BDA.
Topic

Group of Skills

Examples of Skills
Domain
xml, database design, packages, collect
Topic 1
Database Design and Management organize analyze and disseminate
Technical
clustering, regression, factoring,
Topic 2
Data Mining/Machine Learning
algorithms, neural network
Analytical
business, requirements, lead, mapping,
Topic 3
General Business
documents
Business
programs, office, results, outlook,
Topic 4
Office Programs
powerpoint
Business
scheduling, media, data visualization,
Topic 5
Effective Data Management
effective, solutions
Business
hadoop, spark, hive, c/c++, big data
Topic 6
Big Data Technology and Languages technologies, languages
Technical
tables, pivot/table, sharepoint, microsoft
Topic 7
Data Presentation
office, vba
Analytical
cube, kimball, ssas, sql server, data
Topic 8
Data Warehousing
warehouse
Technical
Topic 9
Data Analytics Software
r, tableau, qlikview, python, stata
Analytical
reports, database, web, crystal reports,
Topic 10 Presentation and Communication
interpersonal skills
Communication

TABLE 4. TOPICS DEFINITIONS FOR DS.
Topic
Topic 1

Topic 3

Group of Skills
Analytical Tools
Information Management and
Communication
Implementation of Analytics and Big
Data Technologies

Topic 4

Software Development

Topic 5

Software and Data Management

Topic 6

Analytical Methods

Topic 7

Algorithms and Languages

Topic 8

Communication and Presentation

Topic 2

Examples of Skills
Domain
naïve bayes, knn, svm, machine learning
Analytical
information, process, manage, written
Business and
communication, verbal communication Communication
implementation, service, customer, data
mining, hadoop, statistical modeling
Technical
software development, distributed
computing, hive, architecture, apache
Technical
software, open source, testing, apache,
data management
Technical
clustering, modeling, quantitative,
analytical skills, logistic regression, sas
Analytical
bayesian, frameworks, algorithms,
architecture, models
Analytical
communicate complex, real world,
Business and
problems, team, solve
Communication
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Tables 3 and 4 show several similar
topics for both BDA and DS, for example,
Topic 2 Data Mining/Machine Learning and
Topic 10 Learning and Communication in
BDA are comparable with Topic 1
Analytical
Tools
and
Topic
8
Communication and Presentation in DS,
respectively. However, we also noticed
substantive differences in the groups of
skills in those profession. As can be seen
from Table 4, the BDA groups of skills have
a major emphasis on business-related skills
like General Business skills and Effective
Data Management, and also technical skills
such as Database Design and Management,
and Data Warehousing. Contrary to that, the
DS job skills focus on Software
Development, Algorithms and Languages,
and Software and Data Management,
whereas the business skills appeared to be
substantially less prominent in DS.

We continue our text mining
research with cluster analysis of the BDA
and DS’ terms, which is referred to as Latent
Class Analysis (LCA). It is used in text
mining to group together DTM’s common
terms into a designated number of clusters
(Berry and Kogan, 2010; Klimberg and
McCollough, 2016; Weiss et al., 2015). As
previously with the SVD and VARIMAX
Rotation, we used for consistency 10
clusters for BDA and 8 clusters for DS. The
clustering results including the DTM terms
in each cluster are presented in Appendix B.
Employing the combination of terms
allocated to the clusters in Appendix B, we
also provide a possible definition for each of
those clusters, and associate each cluster
with one or several of the four knowledge
domains. The topic definitions and their
allocation to specific domains for each
profession is presented in Tables 5 and 6.

TABLE 5. DEFINITIONS of CLUSTERS FOR BDA.
Cluster

Group of Skills
Business Problem Solving and
Cluster 1 Communication

Examples of Skills
communications skills, problem solving,
creativity, collaboration, problem
python, develop, languages, machine
learning, hadoop, r, hive, statistics,
Cluster 2 Big Data Technology and Languages programming
excel, access, proficient, organizational,
Cluster 3 Office Programs
powerpoint
Cluster 4 General Management

Domain
Business and
Communication
Technical and
Analytical
Business

manage, problem solving, fast paced, excel

Business

Cluster 5 Effective Data Management
sql, result, proficient, communication skills
Cluster 6 Database Design and Management advanced, sql server, build, etl
database, sql, develop, analytical skills,
Cluster 7 Database Design and Management design
complex, develop, business, reports,
Cluster 8 Presentation and Communication presentation, communication skills
analytics, proficient, results, business
Cluster 9 Data Analytics
intelligence
environment, develop, management, work
Cluster 10 General Management
independently, product

Business
Technical
Technical
Communication
Analytical
Business
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Comparing the allocation of terms
into BDA clusters and BDA topics (Tables 3
and 5), we can see a high degree of
similarity between them. Although not in the
same sequence, the common topics and
clusters
for
BDA
are:
General
Business/General
Management,
Office
Programs, Effective Data Management, Big
Data Technologies and Languages, and
some others to the lesser level of similarity.
In the same way, there are a number of
common themes in the topics and clusters
related to DS (Tables 4 and 6), e.g.,

Analytical
Methods,
Algorithms,
Communication and Presentation, and Big
Data Technologies. All this supports the
point that several different text mining
methods identify a number of similar groups
of skills within BDA and DS professions. In
addition, the cluster analysis also confirms,
as previously identified through the Topics
Analysis, that there are a number of different
groups of skills between BDA and DS.
Overall, the LCA cluster analysis validates
the results of VARIMAX Rotation of terms
for the BDA and DS groups of skills.

TABLE 6. DEFINITIONS OF CLUSTERS FOR DS.
Cluster

Group of Skills
Technologies and Programming
Cluster 1 Languages
Cluster 2 Analytical Methods
Cluster 3 Analytical Methods
Cluster 4 Communication and Presentation
Cluster 5 Algorithms
Cluster 6 Algorithms
Cluster 7 Business and Communication
Cluster 8 Big Data Technologies

Examples of Skills
technologies, programming languages
machine learning, natural language,
statistics, analytical tools, optimization
machine learning, tools, analysis, python,
written communication, non technical,
analytical, results, environment
techniques, algorithms, machine learning,
big data, svm
deep learning, machine learning,
algorithms, python, problem solving
written communication, business,
analytical, projects, research
spark, big data, algorithms, hadoop,
modeling

Domain
Technical
Analytical
Analytical
Communication
Technical
Technical
Business and
Communication
Technical

academic and professional programs that
teach business data analytics and data
science.
The described in this paper literature
review of academic and practitioner papers
show that they do not clearly distinguish
between the groups of skills required for
BDA and DS. Those papers are
predominately based on analysis of existing
business analytics and data science
educational programs, or on surveys of big
data professionals, and do not take into

V. CONCLUSIONS
Creating a detailed understanding of
relevant knowledge and skills for business
data analytics (BDA) and data science (DS)
fields is extremely important for various
organizations looking for big data
professionals. It is also critical for current
and future professionals that would like to
develop and/or improve their skills in these
areas. In addition, the clear recognition of
the BDA and DS knowledge and skills may
be vital for an increasing number of
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such as Database Design and Management,
and Data Warehousing (Table 3). Contrary
to that, the DS groups of skills focus on the
technical skills related to Software
Development, Algorithms and Languages,
Software and Data Management (Table 4).
Applying the text mining analysis, we were
also able to identify the top ranked skills that
belong to each group of skills.
Overall, this paper presents a unique
research study, where the knowledge
domains and groups of skills relevant to
BDA and DS are compared and contrasted
based on the job-related skill requirements
and qualifications for these professions. This
research also produced a number of
contributions to the theory and practice of
big data analytics. First, we extended the list
of knowledge domains for BDA and DS to
four main domains including Technical,
Analytical, Business, and Communication,
and also develop a new research model that
incorporates these domains along with the
groups of skills. Second, we identified and
titled those groups of skills (topics and
clusters) with their respective top-ranked
skills examples for BDA and DS
professions. Third, from the practical
standpoint, the systemized knowledge
domains and associated groups of skills for
BDA and DS can be extremely helpful to:
(a) employers developing job requirements
for bid data job positions; (b) employees and
specialists for better understanding and for
sharpening their skills in BDA or DS; and
(c) academic and professional education for
developing new or improving existing
analytics and data science programs and
certificates.
This research can be extended in the
future in several ways. We may analyze the
BDA and DS skills in conjunction with
several important job-related characteristics
and attributes, i.e., years of experience (e.g.,
1-3 years, 3-5 years, 5+years), position level
(entry, middle, and senior level), education

consideration real job market requirements
for BDA and DS knowledge and skills.
In this research study, we apply the
primary data of job requirements,
qualifications, and skills for business/data
analyst and data scientist from various
online job-related websites in order to
identify and systemize the groups of
knowledge and skills required for BDA and
DS professions. We also compare the two
sets of data to distinguish between the two
professions, and provide important insights
for companies and education of BDA and
DS professionals.
Our research model is based on
identifying knowledge domains and skill
sets for the BDA and DS fields. According
to this model, we consider four knowledge
domains – Technical, Analytical, Business,
and Communication – and associated groups
of skills (one or several groups) connected
with each domain. To identify these groups
of skills we utilize a variety of methods of
text mining analytics, i.e., developing a
Document Data Matrix and text terms cloud,
performing Singular Value Decomposition
of the Document Data Matrix, and using the
latter to make VARIMAX Rotation and
Latent Class Analysis for grouping and
clustering the text terms, respectively.
The text mining analysis, in
particular, VARIMAX Rotation’s topics and
LCA clusters, reveal some strong
similarities as well as substantial differences
between the knowledge domains and groups
of skills for BDA and DS (see Tables 4-6).
The similarities are demonstrated by the
groups of skills related to Analytical
Methods, Data Mining and Machine
Learning,
and
Communication
and
Presentation skills. We also identify that
the most notable difference in BDA vs. DS
groups of skills is that the former has a
major emphasis on business-related skills
including General Business and Effective
Data Management, and also technical skills
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level (bachelor, masters, Ph.D.), job
location, and some others. In addition, we
may compare and contrast the groups of
BDA and DS job-related skills with those
imbedded in the existing academic and
professional programs in these fields.
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APPENDIX A
RESULTS OF VARIMAX ROTATION FOR BDA

RESULTS OF VARIMAX ROTATION FOR DS
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APPENDIX B
RESULTS OF CLUSTERING ANALYSIS OF BDA

RESULTS OF CLUSTERING ANALYSIS OF DS
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